Abstract. CP violation can be studied in modes of charmed or bottom baryons when a decay process is compared with its charge-conjugated partner. It can show up as a rate asymmetry and in a study of other decay parameters. Neither tagging nor time-dependences are required to observe CP violation with modes of baryons, in contrast to the conventional B ~ modes. We start by reviewing how CP violation can be tested, regardless of a specific model. All the modes of this work could be subjected to those tests; CP violation would thus be probed in a model-independent manner. Not only the partial decay rates, but all other decay parameters, should be compared, since CP violation can show up anywhere.
Introduction
CP violation remains a mystery almost thirty years after its discovery. The only evidence for it comes from KL decays [1] . Many studies predict sizeable CP-non-invariance effects with B mesons and a few promising modes have been identified [2] . In contrast, not much effort has been channelled into studying CP violation with b-flavoured baryons [3] . This work explores the possibility that large CP violation can occur with numerous modes of b-flavoured baryons. Baryon number conservation causes the baryons to have an advantage over several promising modes of B ~ mesons. Neither tagging-that is, the distinction between a neutral B meson and its antiparticle-nor time-dependences are required to observe CP violation effects with modes of baryons.
We start by reviewing how CP violation can be tested, regardless of a specific model. All the modes of this work could be subjected to those tests; CP violation would thus be probed in a model-independent manner. Not only the partial decay rates, but all other decay parameters, should be compared, since CP violation can show up anywhere.
For instance, the decay 1/2--* 1/2 + 0 involves, in addition to the partial decay rate F, the three decay parameters c~, fl, 7 [4] [5] [6] (Other decay parameters are involved for different modes of baryons, such as 1/2~1/2+1, 1/_2--,3/2 + 0, 1/2~3/2 + 1.). CP invariance requires if= F, = -c~, fi= -fi, 9= + 7, where the barred quantities describe the charge-conjugated process [7, 8] . CP violation occurs when one or more of the above conditions is violated. Subtle effects are involved, because naive T-odd operators can be constructed. Even when final-state phase differences vanish, CP violation could still be observed by comparing fl with ft. In contrast, in order to observe CP first and third columns of the CKM matrix. Its angle ~b (see Fig. 1 ) is very difficult to measure, The conventional way to determine ~b uses the processes Bs~p~ oJKs with predicted tiny rates and inherent theoretical uncertainties. This angle q~ can alternatively be probed when modes of B-mesons with a D o are studied [14] [15] [16] [17] . Here the D o must be seen in a final state that is common to a/~o. This work generalizes the idea to modes of b-flavoured baryons. In principle, six related processes, such as AheAD ~ AheAD ~ Ab-~AD~ and their three charge-conjugated partners, can extract the angle ~b, regardless of whether a final-state phase difference exists. The D~ denotes all neutral D modes with a definite CP-parity [18] .
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when CP-even modes are considered, such as ~+~-and K+K -. In contrast, D~176176
for CP-odd ones, such as Ks~ ~ Ksp ~ Ksm and Ks(~. CP eigenstates of a D o occur at the few percent level. Nonetheless this report rounds their observable branching ratio down to 1%, because many of those modes are difficult to detect in hadronic collisions. The data sample could be increased by using D o modes which are admixtures of opposite CP-parities. The increase could be achieved by detailed angular correlation studies, which would separate the opposite CP-parities [19] .
Modes of baryons that involve a b~d § b~d+ffd, b~d+fm, b~s §
or b~d § transition could show large CP-violating effects. Modes governed by b~s § and b~s § quark-subprocesses may not show such large effects for bottom baryons that do not contain a valence up-quark. Photonic decays of baryons may show CP-violating effects of the order of 1-10% and 0.1 1% for b~d+7 and b--*s+ 7, respectively [20] . So far we have discussed only baryonic decays.
It is worthwhile to review in more detail the extraction of q~ from earlier methods, where only B mesons were considered. The angle q5 can be extracted from specific Bs modes, in which case the modes require time-dependent studies in addition to tagging that is, the distinction between a Bs and a/~s-The conventional Bs~p~ ooKs modes measure sin 2~b, but suffer from predicted tiny rates.
Even if a Bs~p~ coKs rate difference could be established, it would not be clear that sin 2q5 had been measured, because amplitudes with other weak phases may contribute significantly. Time-dependent studies of the [-) 0 B~D ~ [14] , and Bs--*D~ *)+-K (*)-v modes [21] extract ~b Vcd Fig. 1 . The unitarity triangle. It shows the unitarity relation between the first and third columns of the CKM matrix in the complex plane. The angle ~b is defined the weak phase q~ because, in principle, final-state phases can be removed [22] . Another way to measure the angle q~ requires neither time-dependence nor tagging. Large CP-violating effects can occur in B modes with a D o [23] . For two interfering amplitudes to exist with a weak phase difference ~b, the D o must decay into modes that can also be fed from a/~o. As there is no reason for the final-state phase difference to vanish, large CP non-invariance effects may occur. The weak phase ~b can be determined if six related rates can be measured-for instance, B-~ D~ K ~*), B~ D~ K ~*), B~D~ ~*) and their three charge-conjugated counterparts [14~17]. In principle, the determination can be made even when the final-state phase difference vanishes. Section 2 reviews the observables which arise in a generic weak decay of a spin-l/2 baryon into a final spin-l/2 baryon and a spinless meson. They are the partial rate F and the e, fl and 7 parameters, which characterize the strengths of the s-and p-waves. Measuring the partial rate requires no polarization, while the measurements for e, fl and ~ do. If the final baryon subsequently decays, e can generally be determined from this decay distribution. The requirements for CP invariance are reviewed, CP violation occurring when one or more of them is not fulfilled. It is not necessary to have non-vanishing final-state phase differences to observe CP non-invariance. In principle, even when all final-state phase differences vanish, CP violation could still be observed by comparing/3 with/~ The observable decay parameters for other generic processes, such as 1/2--.3/2+0, 1/2~ 1/2+ 1 and 1/2~3/2+ 1, could also show CP-violating effects. Although we do not derive them here, we wish to signal their existence.
Section 3 discusses the modes with a D ~ The interfering amplitudes of the CP-violating processes in Sect. 3 are comparable in magnitude. They involve the weak phase difference q~ within the CKM model. Thus, large CP violation could occur. Section 4 discusses how to extract the weak phase ~b by removing a final-state phase difference. The removal is accomplished by determining separately the modulus of each individual amplitude, of which there are six for each helicity configuration. In principle, ~b can be determined even when no CP violation is seen.
Section 5 predicts the rate and other decay parameters for the AheAD ~ and Ab--*AD ~ processes. We estimate a rate of 10-s for AheAD ~ The Ab~AD~ process, where CP violation could occur, then has a rate at the 10-7 level, since the fraction of D o decaying into CP eigenstates is a few percent [18] . Since CP-violating effects could be at the tens of percent level, obtaining 10 l~ Ab'S starts probing them.
Section 6 shows that modes with a D o in no way exhaust the possibilities for CP-violating effects of b-flavoured baryons. Examples are tabulated of many exclusive modes, for which large effects are possible. CP-violating effects at the few x 10% level are possible (under optimal conditions) for exclusive modes with 10-5-10 -6 branching ratios; see Table 1 for examples. Some of those final states are especially attractive, because they have large detection efficiencies, in contrast to modes with a D ~ In order to search for large CP-violating effects, the modes with a D o require the D o to be seen in a mode that can also be fed from a 17) ~ The requirement costs us two orders of magnitude or more in statistics. Section 7 concludes and presents prospects for further work.
Review of ~t, p, ~, formalism and CP violation
The observables that characterize the generic 1/2--+ 1/2 + 0 decay are reviewed. They ai'e the partial decay rate, F, and the ~, fl and 7 decay parameters [4] [5] [6] . The charge-conjugated process is then discussed. CP invariance relates any observable to its charge-conjugated counterpart [7, 8] . A comparison of a process with its charge-conjugated partner probes CP invariance not only in their partial decay rates, but in all other decay parameters as well. Even when all final-state phase differences vanish, CP violation can still show up in naive T-odd operators. The fl observable is a coefficient of such a T-odd observable. The most general matrix element for a two-body decay of a spin-l/2 baryon H~ into a final spin-l/2 baryon Hy and a spinless meson M(0) [24] , 
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Here Xi and Xs are the Pauli spinors. The 4-momentum of the final baryon in the rest frame of the initial one is (E, k). The mass of the final baryon is m, and S and P are the sand p-wave amplitudes, respectively. Table 2 defines the observables for the decay-process given in (2.1). Up to trivial kinematic factors, the partial decay-rate F measures [S[2+IPI 2. No polarization for either the initial or the final baryon is required. In contrast, learning about the s-and p-wave interferences requires information about polarization. Either initial or final polarization suffices to determine ~, while both polarizations are required to extract fl and 7 [25] . We remind the reader that ~, fi and 7 are not independent, because ~2 _~_f12 ~_~)2 = 1. In processes where the final baryon subsequently decays, such as
c~ is obtained from the decay-distribution of the final baryon, A~pTc- [25] . The observables fl and 7 also require an initial polarization. It is conceivable in hadronic experiments that strongly produced Ab'S (and other b-flavoured baryons) will be polarized perpendicular to their production plane, in analogy to the large polarizations measured for the A's [26] . In e+e -collisions at the Z ~ resonance, the Z ~ decays mainly into left-handed b-quarks. The hadronization into a Ab occurs when the b-quark combines with a diquark (=ud), which is a spin and isospin singlet. Because the diquark is spinless, it is likely that the helicity of the Ab is mainly that of the b-quark. The Z ~ resonance can be an excellent source of polarized Ab'S. However, the number of Ab's produced from the Z resonance is probably not enough to probe CP violation with the rare processes advocated here.
CP violation is tested by comparing the process of (2.1) to its charge-conjugated one,
The observables for the charge-conjugated process are F, 4, ~ 7. CP invariance requires that [7, 8] F=F, (2.10a)
Many of the modes in this work may show sizeable rate asymmetries,/~r F. Even if/~ F, it may still happen that 4r -~, fie -fl or yr +7. That is, CP violation may be seen by studying the interferences between the s-and p-waves. The quantities ~ and ~ are automatically measured from the decay-distributions of the final baryon, while a measurement of fi and fi (as well as 7 and 7) also requires an initial polarization. In p/~ or e + e-colliders equal amounts of heavy baryons and antibaryons are created. Comparing the rates of an exclusive mode (F with F) is straightforward. In contrast, in a pp or fixed target environment, unequal amounts of baryons and antibaryons could be produced. Because the typical branching ratio for the promising exclusive modes is 10-5-10 -6 , the rates could still be compared by normalizing against modes with much larger data samples for which vanishing or negligible CP-violating effects are predicted [27] .
Even when all final-state phase differences vanish, the baryonic decays under discussion can still show CP violation. When all final-state phase differences vanish, It is a straightforward exercise to determine the observables for other generic decays, such as 1/2--,1/2+ 1, 1/2~3/2 + 0 and 1/2--* 3/2 + 1 [28] . CP violation ought to be probed not only in their partial decay rates, but in all other decay parameters. In a CP-invariant world, the relationship between the various decay parameters and their charge-conjugated counterparts has been known for more than twenty years. We advocate searching for CPviolating effects in all modes of heavy-flavoured baryons. That holds for beauty as well as charmed baryons. Although the CKM model does not predict large CP-violating effects with charmed baryons, they should be tested if data is available. We should probe for CP-violating effects with beauty baryons, where the CKM model predicts small ones or none at all. The most exciting fact is, however, that beauty baryons may show large CP-violating effects. By using the CKM model with its unique CPviolating phase as a guideline, many promising modes can be identified. Section 3 discusses the encouraging modes with a D ~ while Sect. 6 lists other promising modes.
Modes with a D O
This section presents two scenarios where large CP-violating effects can occur within the CKM model. The first scenario appears to be the more promising of the two. We include the second one for the sake of completeness. In the first, the b--* s + D o amplitude interferes with the b--*s +/~o one, when the ~o is seen in a CP eigenstate [23] . In the second scenario, the b--.d+D ~ amplitude interferes with the b~d+D ~ one [17] . Although the b--*d+D ~ amplitude dominates the b--*d+D ~ one by ~0-2-where 0=0.22 denotes the Cabibbo angle large CP violation can occur when the D o is seen in a doubly-Cabibbosuppressed mode, D~
The second scenario is technically more demanding than the first, because it requires a reasonable signal-to-background ratio for the much suppressed modes of the D ~ Thus superb K and 7z separation is mandatory, which may be achievable with dedicated detectors [29] .
In addition to b~s ( Those CP violation effects may occur because final-state phase differences could be sizeable and the relative weak phase is substantial [30] ,
In fact, a maximum likelihood fit to current data suggests that sin(-~b) is very large (to lo-accuracy) [31] , 
The interference of b~d+ D ~ with b~d+ D ~
Whereas the b~d+D ~ amplitude involves the VcbV*a CKM combination, the b ~d +/50 involves the much sup-pressed V,b V*a one. A comparable interference of the two amplitudes occurs when the D o is seen in a doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed mode, D~ which has a very small branching ratio. This 9 is then a Cabibbo-favoured mode for /~o. Examples for q are K+~ -, K+p -, K+rc-rc ~ K+n-n+ n-, etc. The two interfering amplitudes have comparable CKM elements and a weak phase difference 4). Large CP violation could occur if we compared the process with its charge-conjugated partner. Examples for such b-flavoured processes are
Here N denotes either a neutron or an excited baryon with udd quark content. Recall that 9 is a doubly-Cabibbosuppressed mode of D ~ Clearly, instead of the ~o we could use an excited neutral charmed meson, such as ~'.o. Once this excited neutral charmed particle decays down
to D , we require the latter to decay into the doublyCabibbo-suppressed mode of D ~ g. Both scenarios are sensitive to the weak phase ~b, which is large (see (3.3)-(3.4)). It is possible to obtain CP-violating effects of order unity-that is, spectacular ones. Detailed studies of six related processes can extract the weak phase ~b, as will be discussed in the next section [14] [15] [16] [17] . In principle, the extraction of q~ can be accomplished irrespective of whether CP violation occurs.
Extraction of weak phase ~b
This section extracts the weak phase ~b from b-flavoured modes of the sort 1/2--,1/2+0, such as AheAD ~ 3/---*~-D ~ ~~176176 Six related processes must be observed to make the extraction. We prefer to explain the method through an example, Ab~AD ~ instead of keeping the discussion general and abstract. Once the example has been presented, it will be clear how to determine q~ from the other modes, as well as from O/---.f2 -D ~ because Obeing spin-3/2 should not pose a problem. The weak angle 4) could also be extracted from additional modes, obtained when the spinless D o is replaced by the spin-1 D *~ or when the final baryon is replaced by one of its resonances, or both.
The six related processes of Ab--.AD ~ consist of three Ab processes and their charge-conjugated counterparts. In principle, the extraction of e9 can be accomplished under any circumstances. Whereas the general case must disentangle the various helicity amplitudes of the six processes in order to obtain eg, three specific cases can determine e9 from the rates of the six processes alone. The three cases are when (a) the p-wave dominates, (b) the s-wave dominates, and (c) the p-to s-wave ratio is a constant.
The next section shows that case (c) occurs if factorization holds.
To determine experimentally whether one of the three simple cases is actually realized in nature, it is sufficient to measure F, ~, /3, and 7 for the first two processes alone (Ab--,AD ~ and Ab---~AD~ instead of for all six. Using only those two processes aids in the study of CP violation, because they are channels with higher statistics than the ones with a D~ Furthermore, in a fixed target experiment or pp collider, the Ab may be polarized while the Ab are not. The/3 and 7 parameters for the /4b decays could then not be measured, because the initial polarization vanishes. However, as long as an initial A~ polarization occurs and the four F, ~,/3, 7 parameters of the two Ab processes are measured, the four parameters for the two charge-conjugated processes are automatically known. That knowledge, which holds true within the CKM model, follows from the fact that CP is not violated in relating each of the two processes to their charge-conjugated counterparts, because a unique weak phase is involved in each relation [32] .
Thus, were the p-wave (s-wave) to dominate the A~AD ~ and A~--.AD ~ decays, that would also be the case for their charge-conjugated partners. Furthermore, the p-wave (s-wave) dominates the A~AD~ as well as We have seen that whether or not one of the three simple cases occurs in nature can be determined from a detailed study of just the two processes AheAD ~ and AheAD ~ Once we establish that one of those three cases occurs, the phase e9 can be extracted from the six rates. There is no need to disentangle the s-from the p-waves for the other four processes. We now demonstrate how to extract the weak phase e9 when the p-wave dominates.
p-wave dominates
When the p-wave is much larger than the s-wave, the rate essentially probes I P I z. Because for the Ab-~AD~ process no weak phase is involved, its p-wave amplitude is The three charge-conjugated processes extract cos(-e9 + 3). The p-waves for the charge-conjugated processes are obtained by complex-conjugating the weak phase, while leaving the final-state phases unchanged. Table 3 shows the p-waves for all six processes. The p-wave for the/lb~/ID~ process is P= rlpo + pD (4.8)
The quantity cos(-e9+~) is extracted from the three observables IPl, IPDI and IP~l. CP violation happens when IPl #lPI. That is seen by a rate difference between the process Ab~AD~ and its charge-conjugated partner, /~b-,/~D~ When both cos(e9+6) and cos(-e9+6) have been determined, trigonometry derives sin2e9 up to a two-fold ambiguity. That translates into a two-fold ambiguity in sineg, because sine9 is always negative (see (3.3)-(3.4) ).
While CP violation requires a non-vanishing final-state phase difference, 6 #0 mod re, the weak phase ~b can, in principle, be extracted for any value of 6.
Although implausible, it might happen that while the p-wave dominates the Ab~AD ~ and Ab---*AD ~ processes (and thus also their charge-conjugated partners), it might not dominate the Ab~AD~ mode-that is, ]P[~0. For I P I ~ 0 to happen, two conditions must simultaneously be satisfied: Since sin(-q~) is sizeable (see (3.3~(3.4)), the p-wave for A_b~AD~ is guaranteed to be large. We remark that the suppression of the p-wave occurs for a definite CP-parity (tl). The other CP-parity would yield + 1 on the righthand side of [4.10) , and no suppressed rate would occur. This concludes the unlikely scenario. If the modes Ab~AD ~ and Ab--,AD ~ both have a small s-wave contamination, one should still be able to extract the unitarity angle ~b from the six rates alone. That follows from the fact that l p-wavel 2 yields the rate up to a tiny correction, which depends quadratically on the small ratio Is-wave/p-wavel. The third and sixth processes [Ab~ AD~ and Ab--rAD~ have suppressed s-waves, except for the unlikely scenario mentioned above, where the rate for either Ab"'~AD~ or Ab-+AD~ is suppressed. The extraction of ~b from the six rates alone involves negligible corrections that depend on ls-wave/p-wave [ 2. As for the unlikely scenario, the suppressed rate would be negligible in comparison with Fo ~ F~. Whether the main contribution to that suppressed rate arises from the p-or s-wave would be irrelevant to a first approximation for the extraction of qS.
s-wave dominates
When the s-wave dominates the six processes (4.1~(4.2), the rates essentially measure IS] 2. Arguments similar to those given for the previous case apply. CP violation will be seen as a rate asymmetry (FeF) between the process Ab~AD~ and its charge-conjugated partner, Zb~AD~ It requires a non-vanishing, final-state phase difference. The weak phase ~b can, in principle, be determined for any final-state phase difference, even when it is 0 mod ft.
Constant p-to s-wave ratio
This case assumes that there exists one complex constant, zer which relates the s-and p-waves for the Ab~AD ~ and AheAD ~ processes that is, The phase ~b can again be extracted from the six rates in analogy to cases (a) or (b). Note that case (c) reduces to cases (a) or (b) in the appropriate limit.
General case
For the general case, the s-and p-waves for the six processes are shown in Table 4 where 6=62-61, A=A2-A1. Three independent methods, each with a two-fold ambiguity, can determine the phase 4) + 6. The ambiguity can in most cases be removed by using more than one method. The first method extracts cos (q5 + 6) from the information in the p-wave column of Table 4 alone, as was done for case (a). The second method extracts cos(q5 + 6 + A) from the s-wave column. Recall that A is an observable finalstate phase difference. This additional information may eliminate the ambiguity in q5 + 6. The third method obtains the phase q5 + 6 within a two-fold ambiguity, because e i(~+~) satisfies a quadratic equation, the coefficients of which depend upon the observables SP* , A 
1, I SD ], [Sg[, A, IPDI and ]P~I (see (4.17)-(4.18)).
The charge-conjugation transformation complex-conjugates the weak phases and leaves the final-state phases unchanged. In addition, it introduces a relative sign between the s-and p-waves, which is incorporated into the s-waves. No CP violation can occur when the process AheAD ~ or Ab~AD ~ is compared to its respective charge-conjugated partner, because only one weak phase is involved [32] . That allows for consistency checks and may help control systematics. Turning the argument around, the mode together with its charge-conjugated partner could be added to increase statistics by a factor of two.
The first two methods extract cos(-~b+6) and cos(-~b + 6 + A ) from the p-and s-wave columns, respectively. The last one obtains the phase (-4)+ c5) from SP* and other observables, within a two-fold ambiguity. The weak phase ~b can be obtained within a discrete ambiguity, which in general can be eliminated.
Much more difficult would be the extraction of q$ from six related modes driven by b~d+7) '~ The problems which need to be overcome for that extraction have been mentioned elsewhere in the context of B-meson modes [17] . When modes of baryons are considered, the s-and p-waves must also be disentangled.
This section has shown that the extraction of q$ is possible under any circumstance-that is, whether or not CP-violating effects are seen. The next section attempts estimates of the observables for the AheAD ~ and Ab~Ab ~ examples.
Predictions
This section attempts to estimate the observables for the two AheAD ~ and Ab~AD ~ examples in the previous section. Because we know of no satisfactory way to predict final-state phases, they will not be estimated here. Factorization predicts ~-1 for the Ab---~AD ~ and Ab---rAD ~ processes. Because no CP violation can occur in comparing those processes with their corresponding charge-conjugated partners (since unique CKM elements are involved in their respective decays), ~ 1 for Ab--+/l/5 ~ and A_b~AD ~ [32] . When I<~ t, /7 and 7 would be small (recall the constraint ~2+/?2+ 72 = 1). No initial polarization is then required, because all the information about the relative s-and p-wave strengths would be obtained simply by analyzing the subsequent decay of the final baryon (A~prc-). Case (c) introduced in Sect. 4 would hold and ~b could be extracted from the six rates alone.
With further assumptions about form factors, factorization estimates a branching rate at the 10 -5 level for AheAD ~ The Ab--*AD~ process, where CP violation could occur, then has a rate at the 10-7 level, since the fraction of D O decaying into CP eigenstates is a few percent [18] .
There are objections to the validity of the factorization assumption. In addition to the factorizable diagrams, nonfactorizable ones exist for both Ab~AD ~ and Ab~A19 ~ decays (see Figs. 3 and 4, respectively) [34] . The factorizable diagrams show that the diquark of the b-baryon remains the diquark of the A. In contrast, the non-factorizable graph of Fig. 4b shows that the original diquark breaks up during the weak transition, where its up quark and the g together create the /5 ~ The non-factorizable graph of Fig. 4a should also be taken into account. A related objection to the validity of factorization for the modes considered here arises from rescattering effects.
Factorization for two-body modes may be more justifiable for colour-allowed processes than for colour-suppressed ones (see Fig. 5 ) [351. The reason is simple. Within the factorization assumption, rates of colour-suppressed modes are tiny with respect to colour-allowed ones. The colour-allowed modes may rescatter via final-state interactions and yield a larger rate for the colour-suppressed processes,
for instance Ab-~A+K(*)--+AD ~ or Ab-~ pD~*)-~ A:~O.
Because the six related processes of the Ab--*AD ~ example are colour-suppressed, such rescatterings would render our predictions unreliable. However, far from being a bother, rescattering would be a blessing. The rates-and thus, the observability of the processes-would probably be larger than the estimates based upon coloursuppressed factorization alone. Because final-state interactions would be involved, it would be possible for finalstate phases to occur. Those phases are important for creating sizeable CP-violating effects. Furthermore, the factorization prediction that I c~l~ 1 need not hold. CPviolating effects might be seen in all the decay parameters: F, ~, fl, 7. The unitarity angle 4) could always be extracted (see Sect. 4), regardless of whether rescattering occurs or the factorization approximation holds.
A good mode for testing colour-suppressed factorization is Ab~AtP. It has a very clean experimental signature and is CKM-favoured. Here fA~ is the fraction of b-quarks that hadronize into a Ab, argued to be at the 10% level [37] .
The rest of this section derives the predictions in a technical manner. Three approaches for estimating the observables are presented. They all use the factorization assumption, where the Hamiltonian factorizes into two currents. One current creates a ~]o from the vacuum, while the other causes the Ab~A transition. Whereas the first approach treats only Ab as a heavy baryon and allows A to be considered light, the second assumes that both Ab and A are heavy. The third approach looks at the Ab~A as the quark transition b~s-that is, the diquark is considered a spectator which does not appreciably interact during the transition.
Explicity, factorization means ,that
We use the colour-suppression parameter [35, 38] , l a2l= 0.2, and the ~o decay constant [38, 39] fD=220 MeV. The 4-momentum of the particle is denoted by the symbol of the particle-D, for the D o and below s,, and A, for the s-quark and A.
All three approaches predict c~ -1 for the AheAD ~ and Ab~A15 ~ processes. The numerical values for az,fD , and the relevant CKM elements are irrelevant for this prediction, because they all cancel. In contrast to the estimate for e, a rate estimate requires the value of the form factors at the momentum transfer scale, q2= rag.
The decay parameter 7 is discussed first. The 4-momentum and mass of the A is (k, m), while the 4-velocity and mass of the Ab is (v, M). Thus, q2 =(k_Mv)2. For a transition described by an arbitrary Dirac matrix R, the first approach involves two real form factors, Fl(q 2) and Vz(q 2) [40] ,
<AlgRb[Ab> =UA(k)(F1 + F2/)RUAb(V). (5.2)
Because the b-quark can probably be considered heavy, the two form factors F1 and F2 describe the most general Ab~A transition. We do not know how to predict F1 and 
\ mbs /
At maximum momentum transfer, that F(q2max)= 1 is assumed-that is, the Ab~A wave-function overlap is taken as 1, which is an overestimate. In addition to the form factor, we use the known masses for D o and A [42] , and 5.64 GeV for the Ab [37, 43] . The branching ratio, Ab~AD~ decays will not be seen in the c~, fl, 7 decay parameters, while it may be seen as a rate asymmetry. For the rate asymmetry to happen, a non-vanishing final-state phase difference must exist between the AheAD ~ and AheAD ~ amplitudes. In contrast to the CP-violating rate asymmetry, the weak phase q5 could be extracted from the rates of the six processes alone, irrespective of whether or not the final-state phase difference vanishes (see Sect. 4).
Finally we wish to discuss the Ab~A7 j process. Factorization estimates that Ab--~AD~ is at the 10 -7 level. Rescattering effects and non-factorizable diagrams (see Fig. 4 ) might invalidate the factorization assumption for those modes. If that turns out to be the case, larger branching ratios and decay parameters different than predicted are likely to happen. Final state interactions would probably be involved, and thus final-state phase differences could arise. Those phase differences are important for large CP-violating effects to occur.
Other modes
Previous sections focused on modes with a D ~ where large CP-violating effects could occur. Those modes in no way exhaust the possibilities for observing sizeable effects. Many other modes could exhibit promising CP-violating effects in partial decay rates and in other decay parameters. Their branching ratios are at the 10-5 10-6 level, and a few have clean experimental signatures with large detection efficiencies. In contrast, the branching ratios for modes with a D o are tiny, partly because the D o must be seen in rare channels so as to allow for potentially large CP violation.
The modes of Table 5 involve amplitudes with different weak phases. See Fig. 7 where the spectator, penguin and W-exchange diagrams are shown. The W-exchange diagram is a tree graph which only exists for decays of bottom baryons with a valence up quark (or a valence charm quark).
The estimates in Table 5 use the concept of c.s. (coloursuppressed) and c.a. (colour-allowed) modes [35, 38] and the existing literature about the magnitudes of spectator and penguin contributions [9] [10] [11] [12] . References [9] [10] [11] [12] estimate the final-state phase difference from the absorptive parts of penguin diagrams. Rescattering effects could introduce additional final-state phase differences for exclusive modes, which are uncalculable nowadays. To develop a feeling for the optimal possible CP-violating effects, the final-state phase difference is chosen to maximize the rate asymmetry, denoted by optimal asymmetry. This asymmetry also uses the fact that sin(-~b) could be close to 1 (see (3.4) ). For the A b and E ~ modes the additional Wexchange diagram is assumed to have strength comparable to that of a c.a. spectator amplitude that would be governed by identical CKM elements.
We have not taken into account any of the special dynamics involved for a given exclusive mode. Rescattering effects and the detailed dynamics for specific modes could invalidate the estimates for the branching ratio and 139 optimal asymmetry. Thus, the branching ratios could be off by orders of magnitude and the optimal asymmetries of column 4 might vary up to an order of magnitude or more, for different exclusive modes. The optimal asymmetry should be regarded as an indication of how large CP-violating effects could possibly be under optimal conditions. It would be surprising if real life would show effects as large. The promising exclusive modes of Table 1   Table 5a The summation can not be too inclusive, however, because then no effects would be seen [46] .
Because many sizeable CP-violating effects require large final-state phase differences, it is crucial to predict them more reliably. Sizeable final-state phases might not occur for the modes of Table 5 . Then the optimal CPviolating effects (column 4 of Table 5 ) are academic and cannot be reached. CP-violation in naive T-odd operators (see, for instance, (2.11c)) might still be seen.
The list of exclusive modes of Table 5 is not exhaustive. It is a simple exercise to determine the underlying quarksubprocesses of additional promising modes. The typical branching ratios of these modes and their optimal CPviolating effects can then be constructed from Table 5e shows that the E~ j branching ratio is at the 10 -s level. We selected this mode since the CDF collaboration and UA1 can already observe it. The mass resolution of this mode must be good enough, however, to discriminate against the much larger background Ab--+A 7*. Good mass resolution and good particle identification are essential for many of the modes considered here.
Some modes of weakly decaying bottom baryons with a valence charm quark could have remarkable CP-violating effects. Those modes have two interfering tree graphs with CKM combinations that differ by the weak angle ~b.
The spectator amplitude, b--+u+f,d, is. governed by Vub V'a, while the W-exchange one, bc--+cd, by Vcb V*a. The two interfering amplitudes could be comparable and large CP-violating effects could occur. Penguin contributions also exist.
Even modes with a photon may show CP-violating effects, at the 0.1-1% level for b--+s+T processes and at the 1-10% level for b--+d+7 ones [20] . Their inclusive branching ratios are estimated at a few 10 -4 and a few 10 -s, respectively [20, 47] . This section lists many modes of b-flavoured baryons with typical branching ratios at the 10-5-10 -6 level and with potentially large CP-violating effects. Progress on both the theoretical and experimental fronts is desirable. Quantitative estimates of final-state phase differences, of branching ratios, and of all the CP-violating effects for a few choice modes could guide experimentalists toward the optimal modes. On the other hand, experimentalists could search for CP-violating effects in the promising modes of Tables 1 or 5 , regardless of whether theoretical progress is made in predicting observables and final-state phase differences. The cooperation between theorists and experimentalists will prove to be fruitful on both fronts. It will allow us to take full advantage of a program with modes of b-flavoured baryons. Finding the most promising modes will probably come about by such a cooperation between new experimental measurements and theoretical calculations.
Conclusions
Many exclusive modes of bottom baryons have the potential for large CP-violating effects. By comparing a mode with its charge-conjugate, those effects could be seen as a partial rate asymmetry or in other decay parameters as well. Not all CP-violating effects require non-vanishing final-state phase differences. violation can be tested in the partial decay rates and the decay parameters that do not require an initial polarization. For instance, an analysis of the subsequent decay of the final baryon can obtain the ~ parameter without information about the initial polarization (see Sect. 2). Knowledge of the initial polarization, however, completes the picture and allows CP-violating tests in additional decay parameters. Currently the CKM model accounts for the observed CP violation in KL. It allows for potentially large effects for many modes of bottom baryons. Among the many attractive modes, a few involve a D ~ In addition to having potentially sizeable CP-violating effects, the modes with a D o can determine the angle qS, which is the most problematic angle of the unitarity triangle (see Fig. 1 ). The conventional way to determine that angle is by a CPviolating study of the Bs~p~ ~oKs modes, with predicted tiny rates and inherent theoretical difficulties. Other existing suggestions to probe q~ are modes of Bmesons with [14] [15] [16] [17] AD~ and their three charge-conjugated partners -obtain the weak phase 4 by removing a final-state phase difference. The removal is accomplished as follows. For a given helicity configuration, the magnitudes of all three amplitudes, the two interfering ones as well as the total amplitude, are observables. That is, all three sides of a helieity-amplitude triangle are measurable. Once the analogous measurements are made for the charge-conjugated processes, the final-state phases can be removed and the weak phase ~b determined. In principle, the weak phase 4) can always be extracted, regardless of the existence of a final-state phase difference.
Although Sect. 4 discussed this idea in the equivalent LS-scheme, we chose to summarize it via the helicityformalism, because the helicity-formalism allows simple generalizations. In principle, enough decay parameters exist to extract the weak phase q~ from six related processes of the sort 1/2~3/2 + 0, such as ~b ~O-O~ The study of CP violation with b-flavoured baryons warrants a dedicated program. In addition to the modes with a D ~ numerous new modes could have promising, large CP-violating effects. Those large CP non-invariance effects could be seen in any of the decay parameters when a process is compared with its charge-conjugated partner. Examples for non-leptonic modes can be found in Table 5 . Table 1 lists the more promising ones among them. Even modes with a single hard photon and other rare decays may show sizeable CP-violating effects, although their branching ratios are suppressed.
Quantitative calculations for the observables of many promising exclusive modes would be helpful, since our estimates could be off by orders of magnitude. Much progress would be made if the final-state phases could be more reliably calculated. Currently, only their short-distance origins have been addressed [9] [10] [11] [12] , while rescattering effects await quantitative studies. Our hope is that future proposals which aim at observing CP violation with B mesons will also incorporate many promising modes of b-flavoured baryons.
